
 
 
 
NEW CONGRESS BEGINS WITH OBAMACARE, DODD-FRANK, REG. REFORM & 
MORE 
 
Report by Jim Collura, NEFI Director of Legislative Affairs (jim.collura@nefi.com). 
 
Emboldened by their control of Congress and (as of January 20th) the White House, Republicans have an ambitious 
legislative agenda in store for the New Year. The 115th Congress formally convened last week and started the 2017 
legislative session with repeal of President Obama's 2010 healthcare law, roll-back of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street 
Reform Act, and various measures requiring greater transparency and accountability in the federal rulemaking 
process. 
 
Repeal of Obamacare - The Senate has taken the first steps to repeal Obamacare through "budget reconciliation." 
The GOP has chosen to go this route, as the procedural move prevents a filibuster and will ultimately require a simple 
majority to repeal Obamacare on the Senate floor. NEFI members will recall that budget reconciliation was used by 
Democrats to pass the original healthcare law in 2010. Senators voted 51-48 last week to start debate on a budget 
resolution that instructs relevant committees to begin work on repeal legislation. Debate on the resolution and related 
amendments is expected through the week. Republicans do not yet have legislation ready to replace Obamacare, but 
House Speaker Paul Ryan promised it will be done by the end of the year. 
 
Commodity Trading Reform - The House has a very busy agenda for the week ahead. Among the bills of interest to 
NEFI members is the "Commodity End-User Relief Act" (H.R.238). If enacted, the bill would roll back or reform 
certain commodity trading rules under the Dodd-Frank Act. It contains some NEFI-backed provisions designed to 
protect small hedgers and prevent a repeat of the 2011 MF Global crisis. However, NEFI strongly opposes other 
provisions that could trip up a long-delayed rule to establish limits on speculative oil trading and make it easier to 
challenge such rules in court. We are reviewing this legislation and working with allies on an appropriate response. 
 
Regulatory Reform - Last week the House approved the REINS Act (H.R.26), which requires Congressional 

approval of any regulation costing $100 million or more per year; and the "Midnight Rules Relief Act" (H.R.21), which 
will allow Congress to cast one vote to roll back en masse many of the rules and regulations approved in the final 60 
days of the Obama Administration. This week the House will consider the "Regulatory Accountability Act" (H.R.5), a 
bill to force agencies to adopt the least costly alternative when promulgating a new regulation; prevent courts from 
giving deference to regulators when interpreting the intent of a law or regulation; prevent the costly regulations from 
going into effect until court challenges are solved; and require that agencies publish "plain language" summaries of 
new rules and regulations and explain how they will affect small business owners and their employees and 
customers. It is unclear if this legislation can pass the Senate, where Democrats retain a filibuster and have promised 
to block much of the GOP's regulatory-relief agenda. 
 
Improved Weather Forecasting - The House will likely pass a bipartisan bill (H.R.353) this week designed to 
improve weather forecasting. The bill is of interest to NEFI members, as it could strengthen the timeliness and 
accuracy of both public and private weather reporting and forecasting services. The Weather Research & Forecasting 
Innovation Act expands research and development of weather forecasting models, techniques and communications, 
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especially with respect to the most dangerous weather systems such as hurricanes and tornadoes. It also requires 
greater coordination among relevant federal agencies, and greater cooperation with commercial weather services. It 
also makes improvements to relevant satellite systems. A similar version was approved unanimously by the Senate in 
December. If enacted it would be the first legislation of its kind in more than 20 years. 
 
Energy Workforce Development - And finally, this week the House may take-up bipartisan legislation (H.R.338) to 
refocus workforce grants and development programs at the Department of Energy (DOE) on the highest need 
sectors, including energy efficiency, conservation, weatherization/retrofitting, or as home energy inspectors or 
auditors. The bill requires the DOE to collaborate with other agencies, states and industry groups in pursuit of these 
goals. We are reviewing this legislation to evaluate how it might benefit NEFI members and their employees. 
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